
Bogerd Martin and Theyr announce strategic collaboration with the 

integration of T-VOS™ voyage performance optimisation engine as part 

of Bogerd Martin’s Chart Track Navigator Suite. 
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Bogerd Martin and Theyr proudly announce their new collaboration, which comprises of the 

licensing agreement for Theyr's cutting-edge voyage performance optimisation engine, T-

VOS™, to diversify the bespoke solutions portfolio Bogerd Martin provides. This strategic 

alliance aims to enhance fleet efficiency and reduce the overall carbon footprint. 

 

 

The T-VOS™ Optimisation Engine, a result of a unique partnership with Southampton 

University and the Alan Turing Institute, employs a world-class multi-objective genetic 

algorithm. Optimising for safety, weather conditions, time, fuel consumption, and Time 

Charter Equivalent (TCE), it empowers Bogerd Martin’s customers to select a set of optimal 

voyages for each vessel, ensuring peak performance. 

 

Bogerd Martin and Theyr have successfully laid the foundation for the integration of the T-

VOS™ Engine which will be available in Chart Track Navigator Suite later this year. The 

first-class Chart Track Navigator Suite offered by Bogerd Martin will now be supplied with a 

voyage performance optimisation module through T-VOS™ to ensure a cleaner and greener 

future across the shipping industry as Theyr delivers core, cutting-edge route and vessel 

optimisation technology. 

 

 

Céline Mortier, CEO of Bogerd Martin – Chart Track comments: “The integration of this 

voyage performance optimisation tool in Chart Track Navigator suite onboard will enable us 

to optimise routeing and improve sea passage time and fuel consumption across the fleet of 

our customers. 



 

With our Chart Track Insights which will be released by the end of the year we will provide 

our shore customers with unique insights and opportunities to finetune their decarbonisation 

strategy.” 

  

We’re excited to partner with Theyr ltd on this topic, as they are undoubtedly the best in their 

field. 

 

Peter Mantel, Chief Commercial Officer of Theyr Ltd further comments: “Each strategic 

alliance brings us closer to a brighter future. We admire the business culture and bespoke 

solutions that Bogerd Martin offers and are looking forward to a long and successful 

partnership.” 
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Notes to Editors  

 

 

About Bogerd Martin – Chart Track 

 

Bogerd Martin is a solutions provider for merchant and leisure ships, aiming to ensure and 

elevate legal compliance and safety of life at sea. With in house software development 

capacities and strategic partnerships, Bogerd Martin has continued to develop on Chart 

Track products to meet increasingly steep industry demands. 

 

Above all, Bogerd Martin and its Chart Track products has a strong advisory role in all the 

customer relations it maintains, with a strong emphasis on partnership over a customer / 

supplier relationship. 

 

 

Website(s) 

https://www.charttrack.com 

https://www.bogerdmartin.com 

http://www.bluewaspmarine.com/ 

 

 About Theyr Ltd.  

 

The T-VOS Optimisation Engine has been developed in partnership with the University of 

Southampton and the Alan Turing Institute. It utilises a worldclass multi-objective genetic 

algorithm that optimises voyages simultaneously for safety, weather, departure and arrival 

times, fuel, and carbon footprint, allowing one to select optimal routes and voyages. 

 

https://www.charttrack.com/
https://www.bogerdmartin.com/
http://www.bluewaspmarine.com/


 Website: https://theyr.com/ 

 

For further information, please contact:  

 

Theyr Press Office – Eszter Honti – Marketing Manager 

 Tel: 44 (0) 207 396 1006 

 E-mail: esther.honti@theyr.com  

 

Or 

 

Peter Mantel – Chief Commercial Officer 

E-Mail: peter.mantel@theyr.com 

 


